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QUESTIONS TO ANSWER AS YOU WATCH THE VIDEOS 

PART 1: THE JOURNEY 

What is the difference between an immigrant and refugee? 

What are the three stages of the refugee journey? 

What is the total percentage of refugees around the world who are approved for resettlement? 
 

PART 2: RESETTLEMENT 

Name the three government-contracted resettlement agencies in Tucson. 
 
How much money is allotted by the U.S. government for each refugee to use in the first three months 
after arrival? 
 
What are some of the “core services” that resettlement agencies provide to refugees? 
 
 

PART 3: LOSS SIMULATION 

How did it feel to have to choose which things to leave behind during the simulation? 

How did it feel to lose things that were beyond your control during the simulation? 

 

PART 4: COMMUNICATION 

Name two ways that you can communicate with someone who does not speak the same language. 

What are some activities that you can do with refugee friends that does not require speaking the same 

language? 

 

PART 5: COUNTRY OVERVIEW 

Name three countries from which refugees are currently arriving. 

How many of these countries were you already familiar with? 

 

 



PART 6: CULTURE BASICS 

What are some differences between Eastern and Western cultures that you learned from the skit? 

What aspects of your own cultural practices will you need to be conscientious about when interacting 

refugee friends? 

 

PART 7: PROMOTING SELF-SUFFICIENCY 

What are some ways that you can promote self-sufficiency with your refugee friends? 

Why is important to give more of your time rather than more of your finances? 

 

PART 8: FAITH AND BRIDGES (PARTS I AND II) 

What did you learn or feel about this part of the training? 

How can you “be” the Church to your refugee friends? 

 

PART 9: PARTNERING WITH TRM 

Please let us know if you would like to partner with TRM and the resettlement agencies to embrace a 

refugee family.  

If you have any additional questions upon the completion of this training, please email Cherie at 

cherie@tucsonrefugeeministry.com. 

 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COMPLETION 

I acknowledge that I have completed Tucson Refugee Ministry’s online training by watching all 9 video 

sections in their entirety and giving my full attention throughout the viewing process.  I have also 

reviewed the corresponding training handouts provided on the website. 

 

_____________________________________ _______________________________________ 
Name (printed)     Signature 
 
_____________________________________ ________________________________________ 
Church/Organization     Date 
 
 


